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In late 19th century America, new schools of criminological
thinking asserted that crime had its origins in a complex blend of en
vironmental and social fac tors rather than in the moral deficiencies
of the offender.

Partly as a result of this new attitude the handling

of offenses by juveniles became" differentiated from adult cases, first
through the construction of separate penal institutions and, beginning

in 1899, through the establishment of courts specializing in juvenile
cases.
Later, under the influence of emerging social work and psycho
logical doctrines, the juvenile court and its affiliated departments
(such as probation) came to be viewed as a social welfare team -which
would treat -the physical, emotional and environmental problems \vhich
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were felt to be the underlying causes of delinquency.

As an alleged

aid to this treatment process, juvenile ~ourt procedures were de
liberately altered from those used in aduit case s.

Concern for the

legal rights o.f groups who had been denied due proces ~ of law led to
demaJ?ds for a more legalistic emphasis in the juvenile court in the
1950's and 1960 1 s.
This study was undertake;n to examine the attitudes of juvenile
probation officers toward the Supreme Court's Kent, Gault and
decisions which made a number of due
in juvenile cases.

pr~cess

Winsh~p

procedures mandatory

Hypotheses :were examined which asserted that

(1) juvenile probation officers have a generally negative attitude to
ward due process, (2) probation officers with backgrounds in social
work have more negative attitudes toward due process than do their
colleagues with other types of backgro.unds, and (3) within juvenile
prob<;ttion departments supervisor s have more positive attitudes to
ward due process than do. their subordinates.
The data were obtained by a questionnaire submitte.d to a number
of juvenile probation officers who work in a county probatio.n depart
ment located in a metro-politan area of a western st"ate.

The question

naire was submitted to a total o.f 70 probation o.fficers and supervisors.
Completed questio.nnaires wer,e received from 44 pro.bation officers
, and superviso.rs ,(26 tnales and 18 females).

Twenty-eight of th~ res

ponc;lents had so.cial work training or experience, while the others
ha~

training in other educational fields.

Nine respondents were in

Superviso.ry positions.
The research instrument was a se1i'-administered, two.-part
questionnaire.

The

f~rst

part of

th~

self-administered questionnaire
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consisted of background information.

The second part of th-e question

naire contained 26 questions dealing with due process standards.

The

respondents had a choice of five response categories for each question;
these categories reflected the degree of favorableness toward due pro
cess.

Each question was weighted to enable the compilation of scores.
Analysis of the data showed that the probation officers had a

somewhat negative attitude toward due process standards which have
been imposed on juvenile cases in the last few years.

In addition,

social work background was found to be a generally insignificant fac
tor in determining the attitudes of respondents toward 'due process.
The subjects were generally agreeable to provisions of the
Winship decision regarding standards of ,evidence in juvenile cases.
In addition, the probation officers appear to have accepted the right
of lawyers to appear in juvenile court as decreed by the Gault de
cision.
The respondents were generally in favor of the juvenile court con
centrating its efforts on serious cases of delinquency and diverting socalled tfproblemft children to outside agencies.
in

fav~r

The subjects also were

of having considerable discretion to recommend probation

revocations.

Social work training was not found to make a significant

difference in general attitudes toward due process.
"

In addition, super

'

visors demonstrated more favor'able attitudes toward due ,process, than
did the non-supervisors.
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CHAPTER I
. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
I.

INTRODUC TION

The problems of crime and delinquency in 19th century America
were viewed legally and

philosop~ically

in rather narrow terms.

The

responsibility for infractions of societyts rules rested not with environ
mental and social factors but with weaknesses in the offender!s moral
character or heredity or in his preoccupation with hedonistic pursuits.
Accordingly, the judical reaction to the misbehavior of adults and
young people focused on punishment as a means of eliminating the
offender's undesirable traits.
In the latter part of the 19th century an increased awareness of
social problems developed among some scholars and

laymen~'

Attention

was given to new ways of solving social problems which did not al\vays
coincide with traditional practices.

One area which was open to in

novation was the viewpoint that juvenile offender s should be treated as,
junior ver sions of adult criminals.

An early result of this changing

attitude was a differential handling of delinquent youngsters.
, pe.nal

in~titutions

Separate

for juveniles began to appear after the Civil War in

order to sep('rate young offender s from their adult counterparts.

In

1899, the first cour t for the exclusive handling of juvenile cases was
established in Cook County, Illinois.
The origi'nal Cook County juvenile court and those which soon

follovled it in various parts of the country were initially concerned
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with the handling of delinquency cases in a relatively punitive manner.
Later, under the influence of social workers and psychological doc
trines, considerable emphasis was placed on understanding the personal
and social factors involved in delinquency.

The court and its affiliated

departments (such as probation) came to be viewed as a social 'welfare
team which would work with the "whole" child and treat his behavioral
difficulties in much the same manner as '.i physician would treat a
physical ailment. (1)
This idealistic and well intentioned treatment philosophy was fre
quently used as a justification for "informaP' juvenile court and pro
bationary proceedings in which the Constitutional rights granted 'adults
were not deemed applicable to juvenile cases.

For many years juvenile

defendants were denied the right to counsel, the right to protection
against self-incrimination and the right to confront and cross-examine
witnesses. , In addition, juvenile court judges "in all states were allowed
to make a determination of delinquency using only a loosely

defin~d

concept of "a preponderance of evidence ll instead of proof being, e'stab
Hshed "beyond a reasonable doubt tl which is the standard in adult cases.
Juvenile pr obation offic er s also wer e allowed br oad power s to -set
probation standards and rules and to recommend probation revocations.
Until relatively re<;:ently legal challenges to the lack of juvenile
due process were rejected by courts on 'grounds that young offenders
were not formally charged with crJmes and were under the jurisdiction
of authorities who were concerned with the children's welfare.

(2)

As recently as 1955 the Supreme Court's in re Holmes decision de

------

clared that juvenile courts were not criminal courts and- were not
subject to the procedural rules used in adult tribunals. (3)

This Hne of

3

argument was overturned by the Supreme Court in the ~ and Gault
decisions of 1966 and 1967 and the Winship decision of 1970.

The Kent

decision declared that juveniles were entitled to a hearing, legal coun
sel and other procedural rights before their cases could be remanded
to adult criminal courts.

(4) The Gault decisi<:>n made due pr-ocess

involving the right to counsel, protec tion against self-inerimination and
the right to cross-examine witnesses applicable to juvenile hearings in
general.

(5) The Winship decision asserted that evidence in juvenile

cases involving violations of criminal codes had to meet the same
standards applied to adult cases, namely, proof IIbeyond a reasonable
doubt".

(6)

This new judicial imposition of due process in juvenile court pro
ceedings required that juvenile probation officers and other court
functionaries perform their duties in ways which were potentially in
conflict with their professional training and role conceptions.

A con

siderable number of juvenile probation officers have had social work
training or work experience which oriented them toward traditional
forms of casework in social welfare agency settings.

Such training

emphasized the discovery and treatment of persona:lity defec ts behind
socially disapproved behavior within the, context of a public agency where
'individuals voluntarily seek solutions to per sonal problems.

For ex

ample. a study by Ohlin, Piven and Pappenfort (7) indicated that
probation and parole officers schooled in !=iocial work anticipated
"treating!! and "helping" their clients in traditional casework fashion
and sometime s were ill prepared to make punitive decisions or to cope
with situations in which subjects resisted' the Utreatment fl being imposed

upon them.
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Influenced by the treabnent philosophy of traditional casework
IIlethods, juvenile probation' officers in the past have been allowed, and
have come to expect, a considerable amount of personal discretion in
the manner in which they deal with young offenders.

This discretion

was IIlanifested in the presentation of evidence by juvenile probation
officers during adjudicatory hearings and in the offie-ers I disp~sitional
recoIIlIIlendations reported to judges.

Without the restraints of evi

dential standards and challenges by defense counsel, probation officers
were able to subm.it testiIIlony and reports which were highly subjec
tive in nature and sometimes based' upon unverified assertions, gossip
or hearsay.
The presence of lawyers and requirement of rules of evidence in
juvenile hearings has been resisted by some probation officers perhaps
I

on the grounds that lawyers would thwart the benevolent aims of the
court and

prob~ tion syste~s

by using "legal technicalities" to free

youngsters in need of treatment and rehabilitation.

In addition, the

probation officers may have feared that scrutiny of evidence would
cause the loss of confidential sources

o~

information concerning the

background and alleged offenses of a youngster and would generate hos
tility on the part of a juveriile toward a probation officer who was trying
to help him.

This ,apprehensiveness may

h~ve

been

i~spired

the social work training of many juvenile pr~bation officers.
Social casework training

ten~s

in part by
(8,9,10)

to prepare a per son for employment in

settings in which the benevolent intentions and expertise of the case
worker are assumed.

According to legal scholar Fred Cohen:

••• spokesmen for the correctional process often
emphasize the conclusion (e. g., a 'bad risk',
fimmature', 'unfit to remain at large ' ) and the
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good faith or expertise of the person making a
decision••• '. The considerable emphasis, then,
that c orr ec tional dec ision maker s p lac e on
efficiency, effectiveness and their expertise and
conclusions creates a tension with due process
norms. (Emphasis in the origillag (11)
However, all probation officers may not be equally hostile to due
process rulings.

Those officers who have backgrounds in fields such

as sociology or those who have no specific training in corrections or
welfare lnight view procedural safeguards for juveniles more posi
tively than their colleagues who have been trained as social worker s.
The training of the sociologist-probation officer more than likely
str'es sed the envirorunental and situational factor s under lying human
behavior and placed less emphasis on the discovery and treatment of
personality defects behind socially disapproved actions •. These pro
bation officers may tend to feel that'some young offenders will end
law-breaking activities on their own as they grow older without being
handled or treated by the juvenile court.
In essence, the probation officers

witho~t

social work training

probably vie\v the restrictions of due process requirements as ,less of
a hinderance to the performance of their duties than do their colleagues
with social work training.

Probation officers without social work

training most likely would be contented with a custodial role over pro
bationers while probation officers with social work training might feel
that due process standards interfere with a perceived role emphasising
the

~reatment

of per sonality and psychological problems that mani

fested themselves in delinquent behavior.
The study reported here is an inquiry into the attitudes of juvenile
probation officers

tow~rd

due

proce~.s

at a point in time when the effects
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of the Suprenle Courts rulings .have had sufficient time to influence the
operating procedures of most juvenile probation departme~ts.
study covers aspects of due process involving, the juvenile

The

courtl~

authority. the participat~on of lawyers in juvenile cases and the ac
tivities of juvenile probation
I~.

~fficers.

REVIEW OF LITERA TURE

Development ~ Probation and the Juvenile Court Movement
Early attitudes toward crime and punishment in the Western world
bore little resemblance to the modern conception of corrections a.:s a
means of rehabilitating an offender into a useful citizen who could
function within a community.

Instead, those who engaged in crime were

judged in the cOI?-text of traditional Christian Morality which regarded
sinners as being dominated by evil influences which had to be removed
.
.
through the punishment and suffering of the offender. (12)
The first major step toward a philosophy of correction as opposed
to mere punishment emerged in the so-called Classical school of
criminology which developed under the influence of the Italian Cesare
Beccaria (1738-1794) and the Englishman Jeremy Bentham (1754-1832).
both of whom were concerned about the painful, cruel punisrunents in
flicted on criminals and the unchecked povrer of judges who arbitrarily
i~posed such penalties.

(13) According to David Dressler,

(14)

the

Classical sc'!1001 had considerable influence on criminal law and judi
cial practice by encouraging the mitigation of severe punishments and
the development of fair procedural practices which are now referred

to as due process •
. A further change in thinking about the nature of crime and punish
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ment developed in the Positive s~hool of criminology associated with
the work of an Italian doctor, Cesare Lombroso (1835-1909).

Lombrosq

who has been the subject of a considerable amount of ridicule, is most
popularly known for his belief that combinations of certain physio
logical traits s.uch as an irregularly formed skull, flattened nose or
a low 'sensitivity to pain were indicative of a type of person predisposed
to acts of crime.

(15) Even though 'his methodology was faulty, Lom

broso has an important place in the history of corrections due to his
assertion that crime was the result of

~

mental and social as well as biological.

ml:lltitude of factors, environ
(16)

The work of Lombroso and the Positivist school of criminology
he

i~spired

was most likely an important philosophical underpinning

for the concept of probation.

When it became apparent that many

factors entered into criminal causation instead of just the traditional
moralistic

explanation~,

the way was opened for a different approach

toward offender s which involved rehabilitation rather than mere punish
mente
The Positivist school of criminological theory developed in the
nineteenth century within the context of a rapidly growing awareness
of, social problems and a desire to apply scientific methods to the
"

solu~ion

of those problems.

",

This Humanitarian Movement, as Dressler

has termed the phenomenC?n, manifested itself in the United States and
England in a::lti-slavery movements and in organized efforts to obtain
humane treatmen~ for criminals and the mentally ill.

(17)

Probation was one aspect of the effort to mitigate the harsh treat
ment of criminals.

It developed iIi a

~udimentary

form in Massachu

setts in 1830 with the adoption of the English common law practice of
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releasing criIninals on their own recognizance after the posting of a
"good b,ehavior tl bond.

(18) The antecedent of modern probation can

be traced to the individual efforts of _a cobbler named John Augustus
who.. in 1841, attended a Boston police court and decided to stand bail
for 'a man charged with public drunkenness._

After a 'probationaryl

period of three weeks the defendant reappeared in court, manifested'
signs of self-improvement and was given a token fine of one cent plus
court costs.

(19)

Augustus was pleased by. the results of this initial effort and from
that time until his death in 1859 he stood bail for over 2, 000 offenders
and tried to supervise their conduct prior to their court appearance.
(20) The work of Augustus was continued after his death by Rufus R.
Cook of the Boston Children's Aid Society and others who served on
a voluntary basis and loosely supervised and reported to courts on the
conduct of aGlults and juveniles convicted of various crimes.

(21)

Probation was not destined to remain in such an elementary state
'-.

for long.

Probation

~Norkers,

like a number of other, nineteenth cen

'tury crusaders for human welfare, found that the effective limits 'of
, an all voluntary, unstructured effort \vere quickly reached.

According

to Oscar Handlin:
As urbanization and industrialization intensified
problems of social control and economic deprivation
•••• comp laints about the inadequacy of voluntary
philanthropic efforts became "increasingly vocal.
The magnitude of the task seemed to c all for more
efficient organization, more highly developed tech
nical skills, and greater monetary support than
agencies controlled by volunteers could command. (22)
Ill: Massachusetts probation became institutionalized by the state
legislature in 1878 when the position of paid probation officer for the

9,
city of Boston ~as created.

(23) However, in most communities and

states the institutionalization of probation was generally related to
the growth of the juvenile court mov~ment.

(24) and the efforts of an

emerging group of professional social worker s to take over the duties
of volunteer philanthropists in most areas of humanitarian work.

(25)

Early professional social workers tended to feel that the administration
~f

treatment programs should not be left in the hands of untrained lay

men"

The benevolent volunteer type of probation officer, therefore,

began to lose favor.
The first juvenile court was established in Cook County, Illinois
in 1899.

From that point on, probation was considered to be such an

important tool in treatment and rehabilitation that it was generally
introduced as an integral part of the juvenile court movement.

As a

result probation officers (mostly with social work training) bec~me
full-tiIlle sp'ecialists. In the early twentieth c'entury probation de
veloped as follows:
Thirty of the forty-eight stat~s first introduced
probation in juveni.1e court laws; eleven states
first introduced probation in the forIll of general
or adult probation in the criminal courts; four·
states and the District of Columbia first intro
duced probation as a criIninal court measure
limited to juveniles; and the remaining three states
simultaneously introduced adult probation and
juvenile courts (with provision for juvenile pro
bation). (26)
Conflicting <?rientations Toward Delinquency Leading to Reform of
the Juvenile Court
Because of their close association with the juvenile courts. pro
bation officers 'with treatment and rehabilitation orientations came in
contact with lawyers, scholars and ,other persons whose overall
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objec tives for aiding delinquents were similar but whose theoretical
orientations and methods were inclined toward an adherence to. due
process of law.

These two different orientations can be categorized

as Psycho-Social and Legalistic.
The Psycho-So.cial orientation toward the handling of delinquents
can be trac ed to the Positive view that 'crime stemmed from a number
of social, psychological and enviro.nmental factors which could be
discoyered and altered by scientific means.

This type of thinking plus

a newly acquired acceptanc e of psychological and sociological orien
tations led early proponents of the juvenile court to believe that the.
causes and conditions of adult crime wou"ld first manifest themselves

. in delinquency.

It was believed that a benevolent juvenile court could

determine such factors and then "treat" the child instead of punishing
him.

According to H. Warren Dunham:
This attitude supposedly opened the door for
'scientific justice I where the child before the
juvenile judge would be studied in a total fashion
- -biological, psychological and sociological. • •• (27)
The attempt to treat the "whole" child led the juvenile court into

arrangements with a number of publ~c and private child welfare groups
who were sometimes sharply divided over whether a child's environ
ment or psyche was the starting point for treatment.
I

The emphasis

'.

.on alleviating enviromnental factors in delinquency began to give way
in the 1920ls to the influence of Freudian psychiatric theories. Virginia

Robinson, one of the

mo~t

outspoken of the psychiatric case workers

contended in 1924:
••• that all social case work, in so far as it is
thorough and in so far as it is good case work,
is mental hygiene •. Case work not founded on
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the point of view of per sonality and adjus trnent
for which mental hygiene contends is simply
poor case work, superficial in diagnosis and
blind in treatment. (28)
.
Despite their different emph~srs, child welfare organizations likp
the Judge Bak~r Foundation and the Commonwealth Fund worked close
ly with the early juvenile court and helped it to take on the image of
a social rather than a punitive agency.

(29) As noted earlier, juve

nile probation became an important factor in the
used in the juvenile court.

treatn~ent

processes

According to the United Nations:

The essential principles of the juvenile court
are (a) the acceptance of protection and guidance,
instead of punishment, as the objectives of the
treatment of juvenile offenders~ and (b) the
adoption of a flexible, individually adjus ted plan
of treatment for each offender. As a method of
treatment, probation is one of the indispensable
instruments of the juvenile court.•.. (30)
In order for the psycho- social goals of treatment and prevention
. to be accomplished, state legislatures granted broad powers to juve
nile courts as these tribunals were created.

Under the so-called

"omnibus" provisions found in the laws of most states, juvenile courts
were given authority not only over behavior recognized as crhninal
for adults (such as robbery, assault, murder, etc.) but also over
types of behavior which do not have counterparts in the adult penal

\:

code.

Vague, subjectively defined terms like flwaywardness", "lewd

behavior" and "ungovernabilityrt were used to describe non-criminal
types of youthful conduct which were believed to be predicative of
adult" criminality and subjec t to "the juvenile court's jurisdiction. 1

lExamples of these "omnibus" provisions can be found in Oregon
Revised Statutes 419. 476 and in Sections 600-602 of the CaIifornia
.. Welfare and Institutions Code.

.
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Juvenile probation officers were also given considerable dis
cretion to impose conditions of probation on youngsters which ex- .
ceeded juv~ni1e court demands and infringed on areas ~raditionalfy
reserved for individual choice.

For example, juvenile probation

officers could order regular church attendance as a condition of pro
bation or restrict 'hair and dress styles of their clients.

Revocation

of probation was left to the discretion of the juvenile probation
officer and no explanation or hearing was deemed necessary since
probation was considered a form of conditional freedom.

(31)

Legal justification for these broad powers was found in the revival
of an old English Common Law doctrine known as parens patriae.
The concept originated in feudal times when courts would act to pre
vent the royal treasury from losing tax revenue by taking over the
duties of guardians who had nlismanaged the estates of minors.
In 1722 an English court extended the

parens~

(32)

patriae cone ept so that

all minors in need of help were legally placed under the paternal
protection of the king.

(33)

Parens patriae was applied in the· United States as part of the
emerging Psycho-Social orientation toward juvenile delinquents.

The

roles of the juvenile court judge and pr9bation officer were to be those
of kind but firm substitute parents who would listen to a child, try to
determine the nature of his problems and have access to char~cter
information in order to determine the best treatment program aimed
at preventing future delinquency.
In order to determine the childts "character" the juvenile court
hearing was to be held in as informal a manner as possible with none
of the contentiousness which characterized the traditional adversary
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methods of adult criminal courts.

Accordingly, the usual rules of

evidence were discarded in the juvenile court hearing and informatio:p.
was introduced about a youngster IS conduct which would be dismissed
as hearsay or' gossip if presented in an adult court.
niles were not allowed the right of protection against

Similarly, juve
self-incrimi~-

ation because confession was viewed as a first step toward rehabi
litation.

Lawyers usually were not permitted to represent youngsters

because their presence was deemed a hinderance to the treatment
orientation of the court.

It was reasoned that if lawyers were able

to have juveniles set free on rttechnicalities tl the rehabilitative in
tentions of the court would be,subverted.
, It also was believed that whatever disposition was made in a
case was for the good of the child.

Therefore, most states did not

allow appeals in juvenile cases or provide for the keeping of tr'ans
. cripts.

This meant that a youngster could be irrevocably sentenced

to a reform school until his twenty-first birthday for a subjectively
defined offense like

trwayw~rdness"

or for a petty crime which would

net him only token punishment as an adult.
Concern with the legal rights of juveniles came about as part of a
general interest in procedural law which developed after World War II. 2
\;

ZA detailed look at the development of interest in procedural law
is beyond the scope of this study. However, legal scholar Fred
Cohen has placed 'concern with juvenile rights in a broad context
of l~gal challenges by welfare recipients, students, mental patients
and other disadvantaged groups against arbitrary and unjust
practices of public officials and institutions. (See Fred Cohen,
The Legal Challenge to Corrections: Implications for Manpower
and Training, Washington, D. C., Joint Commission on Correc
tional Manpower and Training, 1968, pp. 2-11) This procedural
rights t effort was undoubtedly aided by ,the appointment to the
Supreme Court during the 1940ts and 1950 l s of justices whose later
decisions displayed cone ern over the laxity of due proc ess proc edur e s on the state leve 1.
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Legal scholars such as Roscoe Pound stressed in their writings the
need for investigation into the "law of the books".

(34) The pro

cedural rights of adults were reaffirmed in a series of important
Supreme Court decisions in the 1960 ·s.

Rulings in the cases of Mapp,

Gideon, Escobedo" Miranda and others succeeded in (1) tightening
the rules of evidence gathering, (2) providing free lawyers for all
indigents ,accused of felonies, (3) providing the advice of counsel
during interrogation, and (4) req~iring policemen to inf'orm all sus
pects of their rights and their option to remain silent.

(35)

During the 1940ls a few appellate court decisions in Texas and
Nebraska gave recognition to the idea that
constitutional safeguards.

juvenil~s

were entitled to

In the 1950"s additional decisions in New

Hampshir'e and the District of Columbia enhanced the movement to
ward due process for juveniles.

(3f»

Simultaneously" law journals

frequently b,egan to print articles which were critic.lol of the proced
ural practices found in juvenile courts.

(37) However, the practices

of the court were largely unaffected during this period.
In 1960 a significant' change in California juvenile court prac tices
was brought abou t when the legislature passed an act establishing
due process standards in juvenile cases.

The events preceeding

pa~sage of the law typify the way in which a Legalistic orientation

toward the handling of

juven~le

offenders began to successfully challenge

the Psycho-Social methods discussed above.
Cone ern for the rights of juveniles in California emerged' in the
mid-1950's among a few juvenile court judges and pro1;>ation officers.
But most of the concern came from lawyers who had been frustrated
and thwarted in their attempts to help young clients who had been
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detained by juvenile authorities.

(38) The desire for procedural

ch~ge manifested itself in lat~ 1957 with the appointment by Govern
or Goodwin Knight of a special Juvenile Justice Cotnmission con
sisting of all .attorney, a professor of criminal law, a .teaching
crirrrlnologist and the president of the California Parent- Teachers
Association.

(39) Notably absent from the Commission were any

juvenile court or corrections

r.epres~ntatives.

The Commission made recommendations for procedural reform
which were passed by the 1960 California Legislature over the ob
jections of juvenile probation officers and juvenile court judges.
Both groups saw the introduction of due process in juvenile pro
ceedings as a direct attack on the traditional doctrine of benevolent
treatment under which the court had operated.

(40) In addition, the

juvenile probation officer s felt that their reputation had been damaged
by criticisms which had been levelled at probation practices and that
they had been denied participation in formulating changes which had
been imposed from outside the field of pr.obation.

(41).

Behind the overall challenge to .procedural methods in juvenile
cases were changes in public at.titudes which had undermined the
,19·th century thinking upon whicJ: juvenile court and probation prac
tices were based.

A severe blow to the juvenile court's philosophy

was growing skepticism among some lawyers, legal scholars and
social sc;::ientists that conditions leading to adult criminality could be
detected and amended in childhood.

(42) C~itics also pointed out

that communiti~s were in need of change Inore than delinquents.
Accord.ing to Sanford Fox:.
The role of juvenile crime as a predictor was
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v;:eakened by the growing bE7lief that society,
as well as the child, was at fault; the more
each act of criminal beha'vior symbolized the
failures of the community, the less sense it
made to be preoccupied with crime as an
incipient failure of character. (43)
The' objections to imposed procedural reforms which had been
voiced by California judges and ,juvenile probation officers were
heard nationally a few years later when the efforts of lawyers and
legal scholars to impose due proces-s on the juvenile court were ac:" .
knoWledged in three historical Supreme Court decisions.

The first
",

·case, in 1966, Kent vs. United States, established that before' a
juvenile could be remanded to the jurisdic tion of an adult court, he
was entitled to a hearing, the advice of counsel and other procedural
guarantees.

(44)

A year later, the In re Gault decision extended to juveniles the
right to counsel, advance notice of charges against them, the right
to protection against

self-~ncrimination

cross -examine witnesses.

and the

righ~

to confront and

In 1970 the. Supreme Court declared in

In re Winship that evidence used to determine an adjudication of
delinquency must meet the same standards of proof used to determine
guilt in an adult court; that is, delinquent behavior must be proved
beyond a reasonable doubt and cannot

.

b~

determined merely upon

a preponderance of evidence, a standard which all states permitted

'\

their juvenile court judges to use.

However, a 1971 Supreme Court

decision, In re Burrus perhaps marked the temporary limit of the
extension of due process procedures to juv:eniles.

The court de

clared in the Burrus decision that youngsters were not entitled to
jury trials in cases under juvenile court jurisdiction.

"

(45)
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Effect of Procedural Reform on Juvenile Court Prac tices
The 'degree to which'procedural refor-ms have been implemented
.

"

in juvenile c"ourt practices has not been extensively investigated.
Two studies .which have been made of juvenile courts indicated that
compliance with provisions of the Gaultdecision has been imperfect.
At the same time there appear s to have been a substantive trend in
. some instances toward protection of the due process rights of juve
niles.
A study by Lefstein, Stapleton and Teitelbaum (46) of juvenile
'courts in three cities code named Zenith, Metro and Gotham found
that full compliance with the Gault provisions
than the rule.

w~s

an exception rather"

For instance, observers present at adjudicatory

hearings reported that judges frequently failed to advise youngsters
of their right to remain silent or to have the. assistance of counseL
When such advice was given, it frequently'was done too hastily to
allow a youngster the opportunity
to reply (47)
or was given in a
.
,
negative fashion which may have discouraged the juvenile from exer
cising his rights.

(48)

In a study by R'easons,

" ('~ 9

r .: "3 ,225 .juvenile cases

on file in

the Fr~klin County (Columbus, Ohio) Court of Domestic Relations"
were divided into Before-Gault and After-Gault categories.

Few

procedural changes were noted between the two periods but a number
of other effects were found.

For exam?le, the number of cases in

which juveniles were represented by counsel increased during the

:After-Gault period. In addition, there was a decline durino0 this same

____

period in the number of cases rea'ching the ad)~dicatory stage.

An

increase also was noted in the number of case dismissals and in the
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use of fines or probation 'instead of incarceration.

The findings were

interpreted as being indicative of a normative shift toward leg,alism
on the part' of juvenile court per sonnel.

(50)

Effect of Procedural Reform on Juvenile Probation Officers
The professional training and role c.onception of the juvenile
probation officer has placed considerable emphasis on the
.

v~lidity

.

and expertise of the probation officer IS subjective decision making
. abilities.

(51) Reliance on a juvenile probation officer's evalu

ative capacities may be functional :in a traditional social agency
setting but
juv~nile

~ight

prove to be a sourc e of conflic t and tension in a

court .setting especially since more stringent due process

procedures 'have been imposed in recent years.
This

te~sion

is

~ikely

to be manifested in the relationships

between juvenile probation officers and layry-ers because lawyers
.....

are likely to challenge or infringe upon areas the probation officer
has traditionally thought of as his own bailiwick.

A study by Brennan

and Khinduka (52) of m.idwestern lawyers and social workers in
~cated

that the two groups were, in effect, comp.eting against one

another for certain duties in the handlip,g of juvenile cases.

For

example, both lawyers and. social workers felt that informing a
juVenile of his procedural rights, i?vestigating and substantiating
allegations and explaining to a juvenile the reasons for a court
hearing were responsibilities of their own fields •. (53)
Another study by Brennan and Ware. (54) queried a group of 32
juvenile probation officers about their perceptio·n of a lawyer IS role

in juvenile court cases.

The officers were surveyed after having

l~

attended a week-long institute dealing with procedural changes in
the juvenile court.

The officers were undecided as to whether the

presence of lawyers would interfere with the therapeutic goals of '
the court, but they were generally favorable toward a role for the
lawyer which would enhance the rehabilitation program of a delin
quent.

(55} In addition, the probation officers felt that possible

obstacles in their relationship with l~wyers stemmed from differ
ences in professional

educ~tion

and terminology.

Increased legal

training and enhanced status levels for juvenile probation officers
were seen as ways to overcome difficulties in dealing 'with lawyer s.
(56)
The right of juveniles to have counsel in adjudicatory hearings
has implications 'for the role of the juvenile probation officer.

In

many. juvenile courts, the, officer is already faced with the para
'doxical task of presenting d,amaging evidence against a youngster
(the equivalent of being a prosecutor in an adult court) and then
having to develop
.

s~me

sort of friendly rapport with his client

.

during the propationary period which may follow.
probation officers might feel that having their

Some juvenile

informatio~subjected

to evidential standards and challenged by an attorney would fur ther
cast them into the role of an adversary in the eyes of a youngster,
1

,

,

I

I

I

,

thus making the probationary relationship eVE7n harder to establish.
I

I

The procedural standards established

~y

the Sup:t1eme Court may

result in lawye:r:s seeking access to the juvenile prob~tion officer's
confidential dispositional recommendations to the juv~nile court
I

judge.

These reports have frequently contained opin~ons, hearsay

and unsubstantiated information

~upplied

by persons acquainted with
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the juvenile.
Fred Cohen (57) contended that probation office.rs traditionally
have resisted divulging dispositional recommendations on the grounds
that confidential sourc es of informa tion about the juvenile would be
lost, that the offender would be hostile to the officer and the infor
mant, and that no Constitutional right existed entitling the offender
or his' lawyer to see such information:

The door to due process in

juvenile cases was opened by Kent, Gault and Winship and such
traditional defenses of privilege may not withstand future interpre
tations.
Changes imposed by outside sources are transforming the field
of· juvenile probation from a strictly social case work orientation to
one in which the 'legal rights of juveniles must be taken into account.
Probation officers, "particularly those "with social work backgrounds,
still may be reac ting to these changes with their old orientations in
tact.
The fact that probation officers do not readily accept duties they
consider to be outside the realm of treatment was' revealed in a
study by Brennan and Khinduka.. (58) They tested the hypothesis that
a personts conception of his ic:leal role is partly a function of lithe
sourc es of his professional socialization".

A

gro~p

of juvenile

probation officers with master IS degrees in social work were com
. pared with another group of probation officers without graduate
degrees in social work.

The two groups were queried as to which

ac tivi ties they thought they should be r esponsibl e for in the adjudic
ative and post-adjudicative stages.

In the adjudicative stage none

of the probation officers wi,th MSW's believed that legally oriented
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activities 'such as presenting information about an alleged offense
should be part of their respo:p.sibilities, and only about one-third
of those wfthout MSWls thought that they
oriented du ties.

sho~ld

have legally

(59)

In the post-adjudicative stage where the duties were largely
cas~work

oriented such as presenting social history infornlation

to the court, large percentages of both groups felt that they should
assunle responsibility for these tasks.
of the questionnaire, however, a

~lightly

On all itenls in this portion
higher percentage of social

work probation officers expressed approval than did the other pro
bation officer s.

(60)

. A study of 292 Los Angeles County probation officers by James
McMillin and Peter Garabedian (61) showed generally "that edu
cation, position in the fornlal organizational structure and ex
perience on the job tended to differentiate those probation officers
who support the idea of having procedural safeguards fronl those
who do not'·'.

Probation officers with social work backgrounds

were found to be generally unfavorable toward the presence, of pro
,

,

cedur al safeguards.' It was believed that the curricula to which
social workers were exposed

heav~ly

stressed the ideas of treatment

and protection of youngsters (as opposed to punishment) and might
have caused probation officers to be less favorably inclined toward
procedural safeguards because such provisions may have been viewed
as a restraint on efforts to "help delinquents".

(62)

It was also reported by Mc.Millin and Garabedian that the super
Visory staff members in the department they studied were more
legalistic than their subordinates. who wer e in daily contac t with
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juveniles ..
No doubt those occupying supervisory positions,
especially in large ,urban probation departm.ents,
are'm.ore attuned to the legal problem.s that arise
as juvenile offenders i:ire processed. Indeed,
from. their vantage point, procedural and other
adm.inistrative considerations be~om.e param.ount
for the m.aintenanc e of a SInooth running organiz
ation. (63)
,
. - -' Juvenile probation exists in a rapidly changing environInent.

Ad

herenc e by' SOIne juvenile probation officers to a strictly 'social work
orientation m.ay be Inaladaptive for them. and for their field.

If future

judicial decisions continue the present trend, even Inore legalization
~~l

be i:ruposed on adjudication and probation practices for juveniles.

The juvenile probation officer will increasingly be called upon to
justify his treatm.ent prac'tices, substantiat.e his evidence and recom.
mendations and to generally develop a m.ore legalistic approach toward
his work.
SUInm.ary
This chapter has traced the developInent of the juvenile court in .
the United States and the influence of Psycho-Social doctrines in the
handling of delinquency cases.

The benevolent intentions of juvenile

court wQrkers to treat delinquents instead of punishing them. resulted
. for many years in procedural m.ethods in'juvenile cases which were
.

,

deliberately differentiated from. the due process safeguards used in
adult

cases~

Dem.an~s

for a nlore legalistic em.phasis in the juvenile

court developed in the 1950 l s and 1960 l s within a context of concern for
the legal rights of groups who had been denied due proce 5S of law.

The

effort to bring about'procedural change in the juvenile court culm.inated
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in the Supreme Court's Kent, Gault and Winship decisions which ex-·
tended to juveniles many of the Constituti'onal safeguards given adults.
A review 'of literature indicated that probation officers were
likely to be negative toward due process requirements because of a
perceived threat to the "treatment" orientation that many probation
'officers have acquired as a result of social work training.
it was' indicated that Supervisory per sonnel in juvenile

In addition,

probat~ol1

depart

ments may be more positively inclined toward due process out of a
desire to maint?-in depar tmental efficiency.
The research reported here is a study of these matters.

Chapter

II contains specific hypothes es relating to the variables of training
and organizational position as ¥rell as information on the research
setting and subjects studied.
study also will be described.

The research instrument used in the

CHAPTER II
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM AND RESEARCH DESIGN

Chapter I indicated that recent United States Supreme Court
decisions have ruled that Juvenile courts must extend various pro
tections of due process to youthful offenders.

As a consequence, it

seems clear that juvenile probation officers and their supervisors
"
(

will be inc reasingly called upo,n to:
1)

2)
3)

develop a working relationship with lawyers
who represent juveniles in the adjudicative
and post-adjudicative stages of delinqu(!ncy
cases,
,
substantiate information presented in juve
nile hearings and justify treatment recommend
ations and probationary supervision practices,
develop a legalistic approach within which
treatment and rehabilitative goals can be
carried out.

The manner in which these demands are met will help determine the
future quality of juvenile justice in the United States.

The amount of

discretion appellat~ courts will allow "juveniie probation officials will
be determined in part by the way in which juvenile probation officers
meet the challenge of legalism and due proces,s in juvenile cases.
The literature reviewed in the previous chapter suggested that
the social work orientation of some juvenile

probatio~ officer~

placed

considerable emphasis on treating and rehabilitating youngsters and
might result in probation officers interpreting due process require
ments as being an obstacle to helping delinquents.

In addition, it was

suggested that supervisory personnel in juvenile probation departments
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may be favorably inclined toward due process standards for youngste'rs
b.ecause they. are better informed about legal matters and feel that
maintaining high procedural standards will enhance
ciency.

depa~tmental

effi

This thesis reports a study dealing with these matters.

Hypotheses
Based upon the above considerations, the following gener al hypo
theses were examined in this research:
1.

Juvenile probation officers are opposed to the
due process requirements which recent Supreme
Court decisions have implied or imposed on the
adjudicatory stage of juvenile cases.

Z. Juvenile probation officers with work and/or
educational backgrounds in social work have
more negative attitudes toward due process
standards imposed or implied by recent Sup
r erne Court decisions than do their colleagues
without work and/or educational backgrounds
in s~cial work. Therefore,

3.

•

A.

Juvenile probation officers with work and/or
educational backgrounds in social wbrk have
a more negative attitude, toward due process
standards which may restrict the scope and
authority of the juvenile court than do their
colleagues with other types of work and/or
educational backgrounds.

B.

Juvenile probation officers with work and/or
educational backgrounds in social work have
a more negative attitude toward the role of
the lawyer in juvenile case s than do their
colleagues with other types of work and/or
educational backgrounds.

C.

Juvenile probation officers with work and/or
educational backgrounds in social work have
a more negative attitude toward due process
standards which may restrict the scope and
authority of their occupational role than do
their colleagues with other types of work
and/or educational backgrounds.

Within juvenile probation departments supervisor s
are more favorable toward due process standards in
juvenile cases than are the "field" men who are sub
ordinate to them.
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Research Setting
The study reported ..here took place in -the Spring of 1972.

The re

search instrument us.ed was a self-administered two part questionnaire.
The questionnaire was submitted to a total of 70 proba'tion officers
(who are' ?fficially kIfown as juvenile court counselors) and supervisors ..
.Completed

queStionn~ires were received from 44 of the counselors and

supervisors.

The rlspondents work in a predotninantly urban county

with a population of approximately 400, 000 persons in a Western
state.
The department contains a total of six supervisory units, five of
which cover different geographical sections of the county and a sixth
unit which is concerned with special services.

Each unit is ,headed

by a supervisor who is in charge of from' five to nine counselors.

In

addition, there are two groups concerned with intensive neighborhood
pr'obation work and one group handling intake operations.

As of mid

May, 1972, the department had a total of 158 juvenile court counselors
classified on two levels according to their experience or training.
Twenty-five counselors on

L~vel

I have a minimum of two years case

work experience and usually have done some advanced degree work.
This group is assigned the cases considered to be the "most difficult".
The~Z6

counselors on Level II generally have less than two years of

casework experience and no advanced degree work.

The counselors

in this category are usually assigned to cases considered to be the
"least difficult tl •
chiatric

In addition, seven counselors are classified as psy

casewor~ers

and are assigned to ,help counsel children with

emotional disturbances.

All of the psychiatric caseworkers have ad

vanced degrees in social work or psychology or considerable work
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expe~ience

in an allied field.

The department in which the counselors are employed is housed

in a modern court and detention facility which offers educational and
medical help to younsters in its care.

A staff of 60 group workers is

employed to supervise juveniles in the detention facilities.
Subjects
Completed questionnaires were received from a total of 26 males
and 18 females.

Twenty-two members of the group were· in the 25 to

34 year· age range and the remaining 22 were 35 and older.
had an average of five years of college education.

The group

Twenty-eight of the

respondents repo·rted work experience and/or educational experience
specifically in social work while the othe.r 16 respondents had work
training in social sciences or other fields.

TV/enty-eight of th.e res

pondents had received bachelor IS degrees only, one having majored
in social work, 19 in onE.~ or more of the social sciences and eight in
various other fields.

Fourteen respondents had graduate level degrees

including seven who had MSW's, five with degrees in one or more of the
social sciences and two with degrees in other areas.

The other two

respondents reported six years or more of college with degrees in law
and medical counselling respectively_

Nine of the subjects were in

supervisory positions with the number of persons under their authority
ranging from one volunteer to 77 employees.

Two of the supervisors

had MSWt s , two had master IS degrees in psychology and the other five
had master IS degrees in other areas.
Through the cooperation of the departmentts Director and its
Research Coordinator, the questionnaires were distributed to the

\
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counselor s by their casework supervisor s at regular Iy sch,eduled
meetings.

Upon instructions from. the Research Coordinator, the

casework supervisor s asked the counselor s to fill out the que stion
naires at the meE;!ting without prior discussion of the contents and to
answer t4e questions in a factual m.anner.

The subjects were assured

"that only findings for the total sam.ple would be reported and that re
sponse s of specific indicidu'als would be kept

confi~ential;

therefore,

there was no reason to suppose that the respondents' replies were not
reflective

~f

their actual feelings.

Becaus,e regular m.eetings of units

within the department were held on varying days, the questionnaires
were returned to the Research Coordinator by the casework super
visor s over a period of approxim.ately ten days.
Th~

Study Instrument
As mentioned earlier, the research instrum.ent used to test the

hypotheses was a self-administered two part questionnaire.

The

first part consisted of background inform.ation on the respondent's
education, previous work experience and pr'esent position in the or
ganizational. structure of the departm.ent.
The second part of the questionnaire contained 26 questions dealing
with three areas outlined in the hypotheses: .
1. The scope and authority of the juvenile court
2. The role of lawyers in juvenile cases
3. The scope and authority of the juvenile pro
bation officer's, role.
Recent Suprem.e 'Court decisions discussed in Chapter I, plus a
review of the literature on the above dimep.sions were used as the
sources for the items in part two of the questionnaire.

Several pre

liminary versions of the questionnaire were prepared and revised on
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the basis of evaluation 'and criticism from persons in the field of 'cor
rections and the sociology of law.

Final revisions were made on the

basis of criticisms and comments from a pre -te~t group of 30' social
work graduate students at Portland State University.
The :response choices on the twenty- six questions comprising
'part two of the questionnaire were:
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree
5. Undecided.
The two possible choices reflecting the most positive attitudes toward
the' question and subject area were given
tively.

a weight of 5 and 4

respec

Weightings of 2 and 1. respectively were assigned to the two

possible choices reflecting the most negative attitudes.
was assigned to answers in the uund'ecided" category.

A weight of 3
The weighted

answers enabled scores for each respondent to be compiled for the
total questionnaire and for the three sub-areas of the questionnaire.
The responses of individuals were totaled a:nd used as an indication of
the

respondent~s

attitude toward due process standards in the

thr~e

dimensions covered by the research instrument.
Summary
This chapter has presented the hypothesis that juvenile propation
officers have a negat.ive attitude toward the d1:le process procedures
which Supreme Court decisions have imposed on juvenile cases' in
recent years.

In addition, it was hypothesized that probation officers

with social work training and/or ~xperieI?-ce would view various, dimen
sions of due process more negatively than their colleagues with different
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kinds of backgrounds •. Also, it was'hypothe~:;ized that within probation
departments, supervisors have a more positive attitude toward due
process than do non-supervisory personnel.

.

.

The data were 'obtained by the use of a two part self-administered
questionnaire submitted to a group of juvenile probation officer.s and
supervisors who work in a county probation department located in a
metropolitan area of a western state.

The dir-0-ensions of the question

naire and the manner in which responses were weighted were des
cribed.

Chapter III deals with the findings of the data in relation to the

hypotheses.

CHAPTER III

FINDINGS
Several forms of analyses of the data f.rom this stu,dy were under
taken in order to exarrline the hypotheses stated in Chapter II.

In the

sections to follow, the data are presented first for the group of pro.;.
bation officers as a whole and then for categories of respondent:s classi
fied by educ ational and training background and organizational position.
The chapter begins with an examination of the responses of the 44 pro
bation officers to the individual items on the questionnaire.

That

section will be followed by an analysis of the summary scores of coun
selors on the total questionnaire, as well as examination of their scores
on the three separate dimensions of the questionnaire.

The chapter

concludes with analyses of responses of social worker trained officers
and workers with other training and of supervisors and non-super

visors.
Single-Item Results for' Total Sample
The item-by-item responses bf the 44 juvenile counselors are shown
in Table I.

The table indicates the percentage of respondents in each

response category_

Eleven of the questionnaire items deal.t with views

about the scope of the juvenile court, questions 1, 4, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15,
16~ 18, 20, and 26.

The reader will see in Table I t?-at the majority of respondents
favored a treatment and rehabilitation orientation for the court.

90 percent of the respondents were against the court emphasizing

Over
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punishment (question 7), ,while 64 percent felt that it shollld pursue
rehabilitation and treatment goals (question 15), and 91 percent were
in favor of maintaining a balance between strictness and rehabilitation
(question 11).
Nearly half of the counselors felt that the juvenile court should
. concentrate its resources and efforts on serious offenses (question 14),
while 80 percent of the subjects supported the creation of Youth Service
Bureaus to which so-called "problem" children could be diverted
(question 26).

However, only nine percent of the respondents were in

favor of the court ignoring "problem tl children if no other agencies
exist to which these children could be sent (question 20), and over twothirds of the counselor s disagreed or were uncertain as to whether the
. court's jurisdiction over Hproblem tf children should b'e eliminated from
state delinquency codes (question 1).

The respondents displayed con

siderable uncertainty in their nn!=:wer S to this portion of the question
naire.

They appeared to support the general idea that the court should

handle only seriously delinquent youngsters but they were negative or
undecided about steps which would divert children who manifest con
ditions such as "ungovernability" or "waywardness" from the juvenile
court.
Two-third"s of the counselors disagreed that the case against a
youngster accused of a criminal offense should be proved only by a
preponderan~e

of evidence rather than "beyond a reasonable doubt"

(question 10);

thus the respondents! attitudes appeared to be supportive

of the Winship decision.

However, the respondents would not extend the

right of jury trials to juveniles.

Instead, three-fourths of them agreed

that jury trials are neither desiraQle or necessary in the juvenile court
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TABLE I
~ESPONSES

OF JUVENILE COUR T COUNSELORS,

PUE PROCESS AND JUVENILE COUR T

POLICIES QUESTIONNAIRE

Percentage 0;£ Responses

Questionnaire Item

Strongly
Disagree

Direc tion of
Ques
tion*

1. State juvenile delinquency
laws should be revised to
eliminate trdelinquent con
ditions n such as ungovern
ability or truancy from
court jurisdiction.

Agree

Stron Un
Dis gly
de
agree Dis
cided
agree

,

+

5%

27%

39%

7%

22%

2. Lawyers are not neede,d
to represent juveniles in
probation revoc ation
hearings in the juvenile
court.

-

2%

16%

48%

29%

510

3. A lawyer need not be
present at intake when a
juvenile counselor is
que s tioning a juvenile
concerning a ~uspected
law violation.

-

16%

52%

32%

+

0

12%

41%

3410

13%

210

12%

4110

43%

2%

0

0

4. Juveniles charged with
violations of the crimin
al law should be allowed
to have jury trials if
they request them.
~5.

Juvenile counselor s
should be able to re
quire a juvenile to at
tend church as a con
dition of probation. if
that r-ecommendation is
in the interest of the
child.

I

I
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Table I (Cont 'd. )

Questionnaire Item

. Percentage of Responses
Direc-'
tion of
Question*

i

Strongly
Disagree

Stron
Dis
gly
Agree agree Dis
agree

Un
de
cided

6. The partic:;ipation of a
lawyer in a juvenile
court hearing may be
harmful to the child he
is representing because
the lawyer IS activities
may interfer e with the
treatment and rehabil
itative efforts of the
court.

.



20/0"

340/0

32%

25%

7%

7. Onc e a juvenile court
has de ter mined that a
"juvenile has violated a
law, its primary func
tion should be to im
pose some type of
punitive sanction or
puni shme n t.
8". The lawyer in a juve
nile case can best serve
his client by working
c 105 ely wi th the juve
nile counselor to plan
the best rehabilitation
and treatment program
for the youngster, rather
than serving in the trad
itional adversary role.

:

+

0

7%

38%

50%

5%

-

22%

34%

30%

7%

7%

9. The intake offic er should
have a great deal of freedam in deciding whether
to place an appr ehended
juvenile in detention or
not.
1 O. In a juvenile
case ·against
accused of a
the criminal

court, the
a youngster
violation of
law should"

,

I

I

-

18%

54%

18%

5%

5%
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Table I (Cont Id. )

Que s tionnaire Item

Percentage of Responses
Direc
tion of
Ques
tion*

be proved by a prepon
derance of evidence
rather than "beyond
a reasonable doubt".
11. Juvenile courts should
strive to maintain a
balance by responding
to the interests of the
community, being
reasonably strict with
juveniles. It should
also be concerned with
the treatment needs of
youths.
12. The juvenile counselor
should have a gr eat
deal of freedom to re·
commend that probation
be withdrawn or revoked
for violation of the con
ditions of probation.

Strongly
Dis
agree

5%

+

Agree

9%%

Stron- UnDis
gly
deagree Dis
cide d
agree

52%

12%

22%

-

25%

66%

0

0

9%

-

9%'

67%

14%

5%

5%

5%

9%

0

16%

13. A lawyer repre senting
a juvenile before the
court should have com
plete access .to the
social history report if
he requests 'it.
14. Juvenile courts should
,deal mainly with juve
niles who have commited
If serious" crime sand
should send youngsters
who are recognizable only
as nroblem children" to
other agencies in the
community

+

+

~

16%

54%

12%

36%

16%

36%
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Table I (Ccnt'd. )

Percentage of Responses

Questionnaire Item
Direc
tion of
Ques
tion*
15. The primary func tion of
the juvenile court should
be to provide treatment
and rehabilitation to
juveniles.

Strongly
Dis
agree

Agree

Stron Un
Dis
de
gly
agree Dis
cided
agree

-

14%

5.0%

27%

2%

7%

-

.5%

27%

41%

22%

510

17. After adjudication, a
lawyer should not have
the right to challenge
the juvenile counselors I
treatment recommend
ations concerning a
juvenile.

-

7%

910

57%

18%

9%

18. Jury trials in juvenile
court cases are neither
desirable or nece ssary

-

22%

52%

5%

12%

.25%

65%

0

5%

16. The best interests of a
juvenile maybe served
by putting him under
court control on inform
al probation, even if the
facts of the case are not
entirely clear as to his
gu~lt.

19. Lawyers representing
juveniles in adjudica
tory hearing s should be
. allowed to challenge the
admissability of evidence
submi tted by a juvenile
counselor.

2 O. Juvenile cour ts should
deal mainly with juve
niles who have commit
ted "serious tt crimes
and should leave young
sters who are recogniz
able only as " problem tT
children alone, even if
-

+

9%

5%

:
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Table I (Cont'd. )

Questionnaire Item

Percentage of Responses
Direc 
tion of
Ques
tion*

there are no other
agencies to which they
can be sent.

Strongly
Disagree

DisAgree agree

+

2%

7%

54%

+

20%

66%

9%

+

'0

7%

0

+

.

Stron- Un
degly
Dis
cided
agree

25%

12%

0

5%

7010

18%

5%

43%

39%

9%

9%

Z%

27%

41%

16%

14%

0

2%

41%

57%

0

Z1. In order to best serve
his client, a lawyer
should have access to
the information con
tained in the juvenile
c qunselor IS disposition
al (treatment') recom
mendations.

ZZ. The police should not be
able to interrogate any
juvenile in custody with
out the presence of a
lawyer.
Z3. Juvenile counselors
should be allowed to
r evoke probation in the
case of juveniles who
have violated the Icon
trac t' by breaking the
terms of their pro
bation.

-

Z4. In adjudicatory hearings
'the lawyer for the juve
nile should use every le
gal means at his disposal
. to obtain his client's
freedom.

z5'.

A lawyer representing an
accused youth in a juve
nile hearing sho~ld not
be able to cross-examine
witnesses testifying in
the case.
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Table I (Cont l d.)

Percentage of Responses

Questionnair e Item
Direc
tion of
Ques
tion*
26'. Youth Service Bureaus
should be cr ea ted and
many children who are
now being dealt with in
the juvenile court
should be diverted to
them.

+

Strongly
Dis
agree

30%

Dis
Agree agree

50%

Stron Un
de
gly
Dis
cided
.agree

13%

0

N: 44

*7" = response of strongly agree indicates most favorable attitude
toward due process

r~sponse

of strongly disagree indicates most favorable
attitude toward due process.

7%
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(question 18).

The counselors were thus in accord with the Supreme

Court's decision in the Burrus case which held that jury trials are not
required in juvenile courts.
The role of lawyers in the juvenile court was the focus of eleven
items on the questionnaire, questions 2, '3,6, 8, 13, 17, 19,21,22, 24,
and 25.

Most of the respondents favored the involvement of lawyer's .in

the adjudicatory phase of court operations. while less favorable attitudes
were expressed toward the presence of lawyers at certain other key
points in the handling of a juvenile case.

For exaInple, 90 percent of

the court counselors responding felt that the evidence they present in an
adjudicatory hearing should be subject to ·challenge by a lawyer (question
19) and 75 percent agreed that a lawyer should be able to challenge their
treatment recomInendations (question 17) •. Over two-thirds of the re
spondents felt that a lawyer should have complete access to a social
history report (question 13), and 98 percent were in favor of lawyers
being able to' cross-exaInine witnesses (question 25).

The presence of

lawyers in probation revocation hearings also was approved by over
three-fourths of the gr~up (qu·estion ~).
However, other aspects of the role of lawyer were less favorably
Viewed.

Less than a third of the counselors thought that a' lawyer should

be present while they are questioning a juvenile about a suspected vio
..··.la.tion (question 3), and

88

percent thought that lawyers should not be

present while police are interrogating juveniles (question 22).

Over a

third of the counselors felt that lawyers may interfere with the treatment
and rehabilitative efforts of the court (question 6).
pondents averred that la:vyers should

wor~

Over half of the res

closely with them in planning

treatment and rehabilitation programs (question 8).
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Four items on the questionnaire were concerned with the scope of
the juvenile probation officer.. s role and the authority deemed approp
riate for the counselor, questions 5, 12, 19, and 23.
thei:!~

selors agreed that
of p.ersonal choic.e.

Most of the coun

authority should not extend into some matters

Specifically, 84 percent of them rejected the idea

. that they should be able to require a y'oungster to attend church (ques
tion 5).

Nevertheless, 72 percent of the subjects agreed .that they

should have maximum discretion in deciding whether to detain incoming
youngsters (question 9) and 76 percent thought that counselors should
have

con~iderable

(question 12).

freedom to recommend that probation be revoked

The respondents were divided, however, on the idea

of court couns~lors being able to actually revoke probation (question 23).
Single-Item Results for Worker Groups
Based on social background data from the questionnaires, the res
pondents were divided into two categories, those with social work
training and/or experience and t~ose with other types of backgrounds.
The criteria used for dividing the groups were the type of work and
educational backgrounds the respondents reported on the first part of
the qu~stionnaire.

Those reporting work experie.r:ce and/or training

specifically in social work were classified as "social workers".

Those

who iisted work and/or training in other areas of social &cience or in
non-social science areas were designated as "other" \vol"kers.

The

respondents also were divided into supervisory and non-supervisory
categories based on information obtained fr.om part.one of the question
naire.

Responses for members of these categories were tabulated

and the original five response choices were collapsed into three:
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"agree", Itdisagree tt , and Ifundecided".
The percentage distribution of each group's responses toward
questions dealing with the scope and authority of the court are shown
in Table II.

The plus and minus signs depict the direction of the'

questions: that is, a phis sign signifies that an "agree" answer is
.indicative of a positive attitude toward due

proc~ss

and a minus sign

indicates that a "disagree tt answer reflects a positive attitude. The
questionnaire dimension represented by the items in Table II center
about the scope of the juvenile court.

The questions in Table II are

concerned with (1) whether the juvenile courtts emphasis should be
upon punishment or treatment of offe.nders and, (2) the desirability
of procedural changes in juvenile court operations such as stronger
rules of evidence and the introduction of 'jury trials in juvenile cases.
All of the respondent divisions were clearly opposed to the idea of

~ punitive orientation in the juvenile court (question 7).

A slightly

higher percentage of non-supe~vis<?rs and individuals without social
work training felt that punishment should be the court1s main empha
sis.
Nearly all of the supervisors and non-supervisors agreed with
*

question 11 to the effec t that the

juvenil~

court should strive to main

tain a balance between strict handling of juveniles and the pursuit of
treatment programs.

There also was considerable agreement with this'

question among supervisors and non-supervisors.

However, a fairly

high percentage of replies by supervisors \vere in the undecided cate
gory.
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TABLE II
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS ON SCOPE AND AUTHORITY
.I:

"

OF COURT, SOCIAL WORKERS AND OTHER WORKERS,
SUPERVISORS AND NON-SUPERVISORS

Training
and
Position

Question

1. Eliminate t'delinquent conditions
from. laws

lt

Percent
Direction (Categories Collapsed into
Three)
of
Question* Agree Disagree Undecided

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Supervisor

4. Jury trials for
violations of
crim.inal law

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Supervisor

7. Punishment should
be main func tion
of court

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Supervisor

+

32
31
45
29

46
44
33
49

22
25
22
22

+

11
13
22
9

'68
87
67
77

21
0
11
14

+

4
13
0
9

92
81
100
86

4
'6
0
5

10. Preponderance of
evidenc e as standard for proof

Social Work
Other'
Supervisor
N 0Il:-Supe~visor

14
13
11
14

64
62
67
63

22
25
22
23

11. Courts should
balance strictness
and. treatment

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

86
100
78
94

0

14

14. Deal with" serious tt
cases, send others
elsewhere

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

57
31
56
46

+

0

a

0
0

22
6

29

14
19
11
17

50
33
37
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Table II (Cont'd. )

Percent
Training
and
Position

Question

15. Primary function
of court should
be treatment

16. Approve of
informal probation

18.

Direction (Categories Collapsed into
" Three)
of
" Question* Agree ~isagree Undecided

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

61
"69
44
69

32
25
56
23

7
6
0
8

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

29
38
11
37

64
62
78
60

7
0
11
3

Jury trials are
unnecessary and
undesirable

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

64
94
67
77

22
0
11
14

14
6
22
9

20. Deal with" seri-

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super-

+

7
13
1I
9

86
69
89
77

7
18
0
14

-t

86
69
89
77.

11
18
11
14

3
13
0
9

ous" cases, leave
other salone

visor~

26. Creation and use
of Youth Bureaus

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
NO,n-Supervisor

N = 44

*+ =

response of strongly agree indicates- most favorable
attitude toward due process

= response of strongly disagree indicates most favorable
atti.tude toward due process
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Social caseworkers and supervisors most frequently gave support
to the idea that the juvenile court should concentrate on youngsters
accused of "serious" crimes and should divert t~problemtt children to
outside agencies such as Youth Service Bureaus (questions 14 and 26).
A considerably higher percentage of supervisors than non-supervisors
·felt that treatment and rehabilitation should not be the primary function
of the juvenile court.

Strong opposition" however, can be noted among,

all categories of counselors toward the idea of the juvenile court ig
noring trproblem" c:;:hildren when other treatment options are lacking
(question 20).
Responses of the counselor categories toward questions dealing
with the role <?f lawyers in the juvenile court are depicted in Table III.
Again, the percentage breakdown in each of the three collapsed cate
gories and the direction of the questions are shown.

The majority of

the social workers and supervisors did not perceive the presence of
laWyers to be. a threat to the court1s treatment and rehabilitation
efforts (question 6) while those with other types of backgro1J.nds were
evenly divided on the question.

Relatively fewer non-supervisors were

as enthusiastic toward lawyers a's' were their

~uperiors.

All worker

categories generally supported the routine duties of lawyers (questions
13, 17, 21, and 25), but many respondents felt that lawyers are not
needed during the initial questioning of a juvenile suspect (question 3).
Supervisors and non-supervisors indicated that lawyers should work
closely with counselors in planning treatment and rehabilitation pro
grams while the social worke:r:s were some'what divided on the. issue
(question 8).
Table IV' depicts each c::ategories 1 respoD:ses towards questions

· 4-5

TABLE III
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM$ ON ROLE OF LAWYERS
IN COURT, SOCIAL WORK AND NON-SOCIAL,
SUPERVISORS AND NON-SUPERVISORS

Percent

Question

~

Training
and
.Position

Dir~ction

of
Question*

La:wyers not need- . Social Work· ...
Other
ed in revocation
Supervisor
hearings
Non-Super
visor

(Categories collapsed into
Three)
Agree Disagree Undecided

14
25
·33
14

82
69
67
80

4
6
0
6

3;; La'wyer not
needed at
at intake

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

68
69
44
74

32
31
56.
26

(Y.Lawyer l s participation IIlay.
harIIl juvenile

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

29
50
33
37

61
50
67
54

10
0
0
9

.8. Lawyer should

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
N on-Supe:r
visor

46
75
67
54

46
19
33
37

8
6
0
9

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Supervisor

71
69
78
69

22
18
22
20

7
13
0
11

14
19

75
75
89
72

11
6
11
8

aid in treatIIlent,
not be adversary

.13. Lawyer

should
have access to
social history

17-::' Lawyer· should not Social Work
be able to challenge Other
treatment plans
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

+

0

20

0
0

0
0
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Table III (Contld. )

Percent
Training
and
Position

Question

19. Lawyers should
. be able to
challenge evi
dence

21. Lawyer should
have access to
disposition

?i: Police

should not
be able to i nterrogate without
lawyer

..JA:Lawyer should use
every me ans to
free client

25.Lawyer should not
be able to crossexamine witnesses

.N

Direction
of
Question*

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor
Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Supervisor
Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Supervisor
Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

(Categories c'ollapsed into
Three)
Agree Disagree Undecided

4
6
11
6

7
0
0

7

7
0
0

+

89
94
89
91

+

86
87
89
86

11
8

4

89

7

13
11
6

87
89
88

0
0
6

29

53

18

32
45
26

62

6

33
63

22

0
6
0

100
94
100
97

0
0

+
+

Social Work
Other'
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

3

13

= 44

* +.

response of strongly agree indicates most favorable
attitude toward due process

= response of strongly disagree indicates most favorable

attitude toward due process

3

6

11

0

0
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TABLE IV
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS 9N ROLE OF PROBA TION
OFFICERS, SOCIAL WORKERS AND OTHER WORKERS,
. SUPERVISORS AND NON-SUPER VISORS

Percent

Question

5. Counselor should
be' able to require
church attendanc e

Training
and
Position

Direction
of
Question*

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

(Categories collapsed into
three)
Agree Disagree Undecided
1

89

25

75

11

89
83

14

4
0
0
'3

I

/,g: Intake offic er
should have freedam in deten~ion

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

12. Officer should have Social W'ork
freedom to revoke Other
Supervisor
prob~tion
Non-Super
'V:isor.
23. Officer should be
able to revoke
for breaking contract

Social Work
Other
Supervisor
Non-Super
visor

64
77

29
13
44
17

87

56

0

6

64

29

7

100

0

67

33
14

0
0

80
39
50
22
49

6

50
44

11

78

0
11

40

N = 44

* +-

7
0

=

response of strongly agree indicates most favorable
attitude toward due process.

=

response of strongly disagree indicates most favorable
attitude tov:.ra.rd due process. .
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dealing with the scope and authority of the role of the probation officer
along with the direction of the questions.

Regarding this dimension,

most of the c9unselors in each of the divisions were in favor of intake
officers having maximum discretion in deciding whether to place an
apprehended youth in detention (question 9).

Relatively fewer super

. visors were in agreement with this item than were non-supervisors.
One possible interpretation of this finding is that it may reflect a de
sire on the part of supervi;;ors to retain control over the actions of
their subordinates.

A similar trend can be noted in the supervisor's

replies to questions 12 and 23 concerning the freedom of juvenile
counselor s to recommend probation revocation or to actually revoke
probation.
Attitudes Toward Due Process Dimensions
This research was concerned with the patterning of replies of the
respondents (juvenile court counselors) to due process questions, as
well as with responses to single items.

Accordingly, scale scores for

individuals for the three questionnaire dimensions were calculated.

The

resp0Il:ses to single items within the three due pro.cess areas were scored
and summed for individual res.pondents.

This procedure yielded over

all measures of'responses toward due process standards along with
scale scores on the three separate dimensions of the questionnaire:
scope and authority. of the court, role of lawyers in the court~ and role
of juvenile probation officers.
The procedure followed was to first identify the direction of item
responses.

That is, a positive attitude toward ,due process is indicated

by a "strongly disagree U respons-e on one item, while a ttstrongly agree"
response would reflect the same attitude in another item.

The direction
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of responses on each item is indicated in Table I by the designation
in column 1.
The response categories were then weighted, with the most posi
tive response assigned a score of 5; the next positive, 4; undecided, 3;
the next to least positive, 2; and the least positive, 1.

By this proce

·dure, the maximum possible range of total scores for individuals on
the 26 items was from 26 to 130 (104 points).

The actual or observed

range of the counselors studied was from 49 to 100 (51 points).
Apparently no counselor had a total score near the maximum possible

..

I

score due to the nature of some of the questionnaire items.

That is,

certain of the questions dealt with fairly drastic changes from current
juvenile

cour~

policies.

One might expect that .even those counselors

who are generally in favor of due process for juveniles might be re
luctant to endorse some of these items.
The component bar graph in Figure

l' presents a visual summary

of scale scores for individuals on the questionnaire.

Each respondent

is portrayed in Figure 1 in terms of his total score with each bar also
subdivided to show the scores on the three

~ornponents

or dimensions

of the questionnaire.
A more detailed presentation of the ·inforrna tion on the bar graph
is contained in Table V.

Total scores for individuals are shown in the

table along with scores on individual dimensions.

Also, each r espon

dent is identified as to whether he indicated that he had social work
training or experience (SW) or a non-social work oriented background
(NSW).

The nine .supervisory persons are indicated in parentheses

(Super ~) after their background de signation.

'" .c

J

Role of Proktion rn~i(.ey
LQ.w~ers in CottYt
Scope and Qu.t"orl~ of
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65
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R~\l.re:

1
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TABLE V
/

DUE PROCESS SCALE SCORES AND COMPONENT SCORES,
ALL RESPONDENTS

Type of
Training~~

SW (Super)

Tot~l

Questionnaire
Score

100

Scope and
Authority of
Court

34

Role of
Lawyers in
Court

48

Role of
Probation
Officer

1'8

SW (Super)

92'

32

40

20

SW (Super)

92

38

40

14

SW

91

33

43

15

NSW

8·7

31

43

13

SW

85

22

48

15

NSW (Super)

84

33

38

13

SW

83

33

38

12

NSW

83

29

44

10

NSW

83

34

39

10

SW

82

31

39

12

SW

82

32

35

15

·SW

·82

26

43

. 13

SW(Supe:r)

82

30

39

13

SW

80

26

40

14

NSW (Sup er)

79

24

43

12

SW

79

30

35

14

S,W

79

31

34

14

SW

79

30

38

11

NSW

7.8

33

34

11

SW

77

28

~1

.'·8

52

Table V (Cont1d. )

Type of
Training*

Total Questionnaire
Score

Scope and
Authority of
Court

Role of
Lawyers in
Court

Role of
Probation
Officer,

SW

77

26

39

12

NSW

76

33

32

11

SW

76

32

33

~1

NSW

75

31

33

11

SW

75

32

31

12

SW

-75

29

36

10

SW

74

23

41

10

SW

74

24

37

13

NSW

74

25'

38

11

SW

74

27

37

10

SW

73

27

,37

9

SW

72

, 37

28

7

. NSW

72

23

. 34

15

NSW (Super)

71

27

34

10

SW (Super)

70

21

36

13

SW (Super)

70

30

30

10

sw

69

25

34

10

NSW

,68

24

33

11

NSW

67

20

36

11

NSW

67

29

28

10

SW

66

26

31,

9

NSW

66

29

26

11

NSW

49

20

24

5

N= 44
*SW: Social work training and/or background.
NSW
No social work training and/or background
(Super) = Supervisory position
II!

S3
The mean and median scores for the entire collection of respon
dents on the 26 questions were 77 and 76. S respectively.
scores of 74, 79, and 82 occurred.

Three model

Table VI indicated that the respon- 

ses approximated a normal distribution.
It can be observed that the actual scores of the respondents were
.considerably lower or le~s positive toward due process than the
maximum possible scores that were obtainable.

That is, a respondent

could have obtained a score of 130 by checking the most affirmative
answer to all 26 items, but no actual score over 100 was observed.

If

respondents had answered all items Itundec ided tt , they_would have ob
, tained a score of 78.

Table VI shows that half of the subjects were in

the 70-79 total score grouping and an additional 15 had scores under 70,
indicating a relatively low degree of enthusiasm for due process.
th~

first hypothesis is supported.

Thus,

Most of the juvenile probation officers

-studied here do have relatively negative attitucles toward due process
standards imposed or implied by rec.ent Supreme Court decisions.
But again, it should be noted that some items which were included
in the questionnaire did not deal specifically-with recent rulings in
volved in Supreme Court decisions or with due process requirements
that currently are obligatory for probati.on workers and other court
personnel.

For example, questions such as item number 1 dealing

with the elim~nation of "delinquent condition!' statutes relate to sug
gested changes in court jurisdiction which have not developed much be
yond the discussion stage.

~uvenile

courts are not yet under pressure

to do away with t4ese "omnibus" categories.

Accordingly, a respondent

could have a very liberal view toward existing due process requirements
in juvenile case s and still find it difficult to agree with certain items.J~n
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TABLE VI
DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES, ALL RESPONDENTS

Score Group

Number of Counselors

40-49 .

1

50-59

0

60-69

6

70-79

ZZ

80-89

11

90-99
100  plus
Total

3
1

44
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the questionnaire. Therefore some of the negativeness indi-cated by
the respondents is probably an artifact of the research instrument
used.

Stated another way, if the research instrument had been re

stricted to items dealing with th,e Kent, Gault, and Winship rulings,
the counselors f overall attitudes toward due process might appear as
.much more positive.
Since the scores did vary from 49 to 100, the respondents' re
sponses toward due process can be compared as to relative degrees of
positiveness.

In the data

~nalysis

which follows,

78 was taken as a

dividing point to separate the respondents into trhighrt and "lowrr group s.
Total scores of 77 and below were identified as being relatively nega
tive and sc ores of 78 and above were defined as being relatively posi
tive toward the due process standards imposed by recent Supreme
Court decisions and other issues concerning the
of juvenile probation

sc~pe

and opera.:tions

officers~

The first hypothesis a,sserted that juvenile probation officers are
opposed to the due process standards imposed or implied' by recent
Supreme Court decisions regarding the adjudicatory stage of juvenile
cases.

Table VII depicts the percentage and number of respondents

who indicated relatively positive and relatively negative responses on
the total questionnaire and its three dimensions.
As noted previously, the mean score of the respondents for the
entire set of items was 77.

Twenty respondents (45%)3 had total scores

of 78 or above while the other 24 respondents (55%) had totals of 77 or
below.

3.

Therefore, half of the respondents offered relatively negative

In this report all percentages have been rounded off to the nearest
whole number.
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TABLE VII
DUE PROCESS SCALE SCORES AND COMPONENT SCALE SCORES,
ALL RESPONDENTS

Attitudes

"Areas of
Questionnaire
Positive

Negative

J

Percent Number

Percent Number

Total Questionnaire

45

20

55

24

Scope and Authority of
Juvenile Court

21

9

79

35

Role of La'YYers in
Juvenile" Cour t

82

36

18

8

Role of Juvenile
Probation Officers

48

21

52

23

N

=

44
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replies and the .remainder made relatively positive responses, even
though the positive scores were not markedly affirmative.

The liter

ature cited in Chapter I suggested that the attitude of juvenile probation
officers to these procedural changes would be less than favorable.

It

should be noted that the interquarti1e range was only ten points which
.means that 50 percent of the sample fell within a ten point range
around the median (76. 5), indicating that the attitudes of most of the
probation officers were not exceedingly negative.
The first hypothesis can be examined further by separating the
items into the three dimensions contained in the questionnaire.

In

terms of the scope and authority of the juvenile court, the minimum
and maximum possible weighted scores ranged from 11 to 55 (44 points).
The actual range among the counselors studied was considerably l:.ss,
20 to 38 (18 points).

The mi¢l-point of the maximum range, 33, was

utilized to divide the respondents into "high" and u1ow" groups.

Total

scores 9f 32 and below were defined as negative ones, and scores of
33 and above were specified as positive ones.
respondents was 28.6.

The mean score of the

Nine counselors (21 %) had scores of 33 or

above and 35 (79%) had scores of 32 or below.

The majority of these

responses, therefore, were relatively negative toward questions dealing
with possible changes which would restrict the scope and authority.of
the juvenile court.

(See Table VII).

The median score on this dimension was 29 while the interquartile
range was seven, indicating again that the responses were clustered'
l

I
I

around the median.

Thus, although the replies of the respondents were

not extemely negative, they were more negative to this area than to the
total que-?tionnaire.
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Regarding the 'role of lawyers in juvenile cases, the maximum
possible range of the weighted scores was 11 to 55 (44 points).

The

actual range among the counselors studied was somewhat less, 24 to 48
(24 points).

The midpoint of 33 (the score one would'receive if all

items in this area were marked "undecided") was again utilized to di
'vide the group.

The mean score of the 'respondents was 36.6., Thirty

. six counselors (8210) had total scores of 33 or above and eight (1810)
had total scores of 32 and below.

The majority of these scores, there

fore, were positive toward questions dealing with the role of lawyers in
court.

(See Table VII)

The median for the area was 37 with an inter

quartile range of seven.
In the thi:rd dimension dealing with the scope and authority of the
probat~on

juvenile

officer l s role, there was a possible range of 4 to 20

(16 points).

The respondents had a nearly identical range of 5 to 20

(15 points).

The midpoint of 12 was used to divide the respondents into

"high" and "low" categories on this dimension.

Those with scores of

12 or higher were considered to have expressed relatively positive re
sponses and those with scores of 11 or lower, relatively negative re
sponses.

The respondents had a mean of 11.8.

Twenty-qne subjects

(48%) had total scores of 12 ~r above and 23 (52%) had scores of II or
lower.

The responses were, for the most part, fairly evenly divided

with only a slightly larger percentage in the negative category toward
changes which might restrict the role of the juvenile probation officers.
(See Table VII)
The median score on this dimension was 11 while the inter quartile
range \yas only three, indicating that 50 p~rcent of the respondents were
clustered very close to. the median.

.Therefore, the responses on this
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dimension were not extremely negative.
In two out of the three dimensions of the questionnaire, relatively
negative responses were made by the majority of juvenile court coun
selor s.

Only on the dimension of the role of lawyers in juvenile cases

did positive responses predominate.

It should be noted that this dimen':'

. sion of the role of the lawyer does accordingly contribute disproportion
ately to the total score of the respondents.
In summary, the analysis to this point generally supports the first
hypothesis.

Juvenile probation officers did have relatively negative

views toward due process standards imposed by recent Supreme Court
decisions.

At the same time, the negative views uncover ed in the data

did not indicate an overwhelming rejection by the respondents of due
process norms.
The most negative responses were displayed toward policies which
would r,estrict the scope and authority of the court, indicative perhaps
of resistance to changes which the respondents saw as a threat to the
treatment orientation of the court.

The counselors displayed their

most positive responses toward lawYers in court indicating that, at
least among the group studied, the presence of lawyers was not per
ceived as disruptive to the juvenile court counselor IS duties or objec
ti.ves~
b~tion

In regard to possible restrictions on the role of the juvenile pro- r
officer, the mean and the median scores were very close to the

positive range, perhaps indicating some indecision among the group.
Social Worker-Non-Social Worker Comparisons
Further analysis of the data was made by dividing the respondents
into two categories, those with social work backgrounds and those
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without social work backgrounds.

The two worker categories were

then divided into those with positive and those with negative scale scores
toward due proc ess standards in juvenile cases, utilizing the same
method as was used for the total group.

The hypothesis was that juve

nile probation officers with work and/or educational backgrounds in
. social work have more negative attitudes toward due process standards
imposed by recent Supreme Court decisions than do their colleagues
without work and/or educational backgrounds in social work.

This

hypothesis was derived from the literature reviewed in Chapter I
which indicated that the

s~cial

work training of many juvenile probation

officers leads them to perceive due process requirements as an impedi
ment to casework oriented "treatment" programs.
Table VIII depicts the attitudinal scores of social worker and
nother" counselor s toward due process.

The 28 s.ocial worker respon

dents had a range of scores from 66 to 100 (34 points) and a mean score
of 78.,9.

Thos'e 16 respondents without social work background had a

range of scores from 49 to 87 (38 points) and a mean score of 73.6.
Fourteen of the social workers (50%) had scores of 78 or above while
six of the "other" workers (37%) were within this category_

Negative

total scores were expressed by 14 (50%) of the social workers and
ten (63%) of the "other" counselors.
The above data indicates that relatively more of the social worker
respondents had favorable attitudes toward 'due process in juvenile
cases than did probation office:z:os without social wo~k backgrounds.
However, the cm- square test of Table VIII' sugge sts that the relation
ship in that table was not a statistically significant one.
The two gr~ups were also examined on the three dimensions of the
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TABLE VIII
DUE PROCESS SCORES, SOCIAL WORKERS AND
OTHER COUNSELORS

Attitudes

Type" of .Tr aining
and Experience
Positive
Social Workers'
Other Counselor s

Negative

N

14

14

28

6

10

16

x2

(Yates correction) •. 237
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questionnaire.

One hypothesis was that social worker officers view

due process changes which might restrict the scope and authority of the
juveni"le court more negatively than do the "other" worker s.

Table IX

depicts the attitudinal scores of social worker and "other" counselors
toward the scope and authority of the court.

The social worker coun

selors showed scores of 21 to 38 (17 points)and had a mean score of
29. 1•. The "other" counselors had a range from 20 to 34 (14 points)
. and a mean score of 27.8.

Although the.ix responses were generally

negative, the social worker s as a whole· were less negative than the
"other" counselor s.
Five social workers (1810) had scores of 33 or above and four "other"
respondents (2510) had scores of 33 or above.

Scores of 32 or under

were sho\vn by 23 social workers (82%) and by 12 persons (75%) in the
nother" category.
The mean scores for the two categories indicated' that relatively
more social workers made positive responses toward changes which
might restrict the scope and authority of the court.

!iowever, there

was a higher percentage of social workers in the negative cate.gory than
there were respondents from the Bother" category.

The chi-square

test of Table IX suggests that the relationship in the table was not statis
tically significant.

The hypothesis that social workers view changes

which might restrict the s~ope and authority of the juvenile court more
negatively than their colleagues without social work backgrounds was
not supported by the data of this study.
Regarding the sec ond dimension of the questionnaire, it was hypo
thesized that juvenile probation officers with work and/or educational
backgrounds in social welfare would have mOre negative attitudes
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TABLE'IX
DUE PROCESS SCORES, SCOPE AND AUTHORITY
OF JUVENILE COURT, SOCIAL WORKERS
AND OTHER COUNSELORS

Attitudes

Type of Tr aining
and Exp er ienc e
Social Workers
Other Counselor s

Positive

Negative

N

5

23

28

12

16

4

,x 2

(Yates correctio,n)= .031
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toward lawyers in juvenile cases than would their colleagues with
other types of work and educational backgrounds.

Table X shows the

attitudinal scores 'of social worker and !fother lY counselors toward the
role of lawyers in juvenile cases.

The results showed that the social

workers had a range of scores from 28 to 48 (20 points) with a mean
.. score of 37.5.

The range of scores for the

~fotherlt

counselor s was

from 22 to 44 (22 points) with a mean score of 34.4.

Both collections

of workers generally had positive scale scores on this dimensio:q. of
the questiormaira, with ~he social workers showing slightly higher
scores on the scale.
Twenty-four of the social workers (86'10) had scores of 33 or above
and 12 of the "other" workers {7610} were within the positive end of the
scale.

The social workers had four respondents (14%) with scores

under 33 and the "other" counselor s included four respondents (24%) in
the negative category.

The. indication was that a higher percentage of

social worker respondents looked upon lawyers in juvenile cases
slightly more favorably than did the nothern workers.

The chi-square

test of Table X was not significant.
The role of the juvenile probation officer was also examined in
terms of the hypothesis that juvenile probation officers' with work and/or
,educational backgrounds in social work view changes which might re
strict.the scope and authority of their occupational role more negatively
than do their colleagues without this type of background.

Table XI

shows the attitudinal scores of· social workers and "other" counselors
toward the role of juvenile probation officers.

The social workers

had a range from 7 to 20 (13 points) and a mean score 12.3.

The

"other" counselors had a range of 5 to 15 (10 points) and a mean score of

TABLE X
DUE PROCESS SCORES, ROLE OF LA WYERS IN JUVENILE COUR T,
SOCIAL WORKERS AND OTHER COUNSELORS

Attitudes

Type of Tr aining
and Experience
Positive
Social

Worker~

Other Counselor s

Negative

N

24

4

28

12

4

16

Xl (Yates correction)= .231
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10. 9.
Seventeen of the social workers (60%) had scores of 12 or above
and four of the tlother tl counselor s (25'10) had scores on the positive
end of the scale.

Scores of lIar below were shown by 11 respondents

(40%) of the social worker group and 12 respondents (75%) of the
"other" group.'

The chi- square test of Table XI indicated that the re

1ationship in this table is significant at the 0.05 level of significance.
(x 2 :

3.87) Thus the tr~ining and educational backgrounds of the res

pondents appear to be related to the way they view changes which might
restrict their roles.
por~ed

However, the specific hypothesis was not sup

because the social workers expressed more positive attitudes

. than the "other" counselor s, rather than the hypothesized negative
Qrientation.
-,

To summarize, it appears that the juvenile counselors studied had,
as a group, relatively unenthusiastic attitudes toward due process as
m.easured 'by items on the questionnaire, although, again, som.e of the
questionnaire items go well beyond existing due process requirements.
When the respondents

wer~

divided according to their work

~nd

educa

tional backgrounds into social worker and "other" categories, there
appeared to be no statistically significant relationships between work
and training backgrounds and attitudes expressed on the entire question
naire with the exception of the dimension of the role of the juvenile pro - '
bation offic er.

The hypo the sis of Garabedian and Mc Millin and other

authorities reviewed in Ghapter I about training being a partial deter
, minant of juvenile probation officers II attitudes toward due process do es
not appear to apply to the probation workers in this study except'in the
area of the role of the juvenile probation officer.
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TABLE XI
DUE PROCESS SCORES, ROLE OF JUVENILE PROBATION OFFICER,
SOCIAL WORKERS-·· AND OTHER.COUNSELORS

Attitudes
Type of Tr aining
and Experienc e
Positive

Negative

Social Workers

17

11

28

Other Counselors

14

12

16

N

X2 (Yates correction)= 3.87
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. Supervisor s -Non-Supervisor s Co.mp arison
Another hypothesis examiIl:ed in this study was that within juvenile
probation departments, supervisors have more positive attitudes to
ward due process standards for juveniles than do the counselors who
are subordinate to them.

A comparison was made of the mean scores

of the supervisory and non- supervisory categories.

Table XII shows

the total score means and component means for the supervisors and
non- supervisor s.

The me an sc ore of the nine supervisor s studied on

the total scale was 82.2, while by comparison, the mean score for the
total sample was 77 and the mean score for the 35 non-supervisors was
75.7.

The mean scor.e of

t~e

supervisory group on the scope and auth

oritY of the juvenile court dimension was 29.9 while among the non
supervisor s the mean sc or e was 28. 3.

The supervisor sand non- super

visors. had mean scor es of 38.6 and 36.1 respectively on the dimension
of lawyer s in juvenile cases.

Regarding the role of the juvenile pro

. bation officer, the- supervisors showed a mean score of 13.3 and the
non-supervisors, a mean score of 11.3.

On each of the dimensions,

the mean scores for the supervisors were higher than those for the
non- supervisor s.
The supervisory category had a range of scores from. 70 to 100 (30
points) on ·the total que stionnair e while the non- supervisory category 1s
range was from 49 to 91 (58 points).

Th~ median for the supervisory

group was 82 with an interquarti1e range of .13.

The median for the

non-supervisory category was 76 with an inter quartile range of 10.
the area of scope and authority of the

cou~~,

In

the supervisory respondents

haer a range from 21 to 38 (17 points) and the non- supervisory respon
dents had a range from 20 to 37 (17 points).

The median for the super
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TABLE' XII
MEAN SCORES, DUE PROCESS SCALE
AND COMPONENT SCALES, BY
WORKER CA TEGORIES

Score Means
Position in
Organization

Scope and
Total
Ouestion Authority
of Court
na~re

N

Role of
Lawyers
in Court

Role of
Probation
Officer

9

82.2

29.9

38.6

13.3

Non-Supervi?or

35

75.7

28.3

36. 1

11.3

Total
Respondents

44

77.0

28.6

36.6

11.8

Supervisor

,
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visory category. was 30 with an interquartile range of 10 points.

The

non-supervisory category showed a median of 29 with an interquartile
range of 7.
In the dimension of the role of the lawyers, the supervisory workers
had a range froIn 30 to 48 (18 points) and the non-supervisory workers',
range was froIn 26 to 48 (22 points).

The supervisory category had a

median 39 with an interquartile range of 8, while the non-supervisory
category had a median of 37 with an interquartile range of 7.
The range of the supervisory respondents on the dimension of the
scope and authority of the probation officer was from 10 to 20 (10
points) and the range of the non- supervisory category was from 5 to 15
(10 points).

The median of the supervisory category was 13 with an

interquartile range of 8 points.

The non-supervisory category had a

median of 11 with an inter quartile range of 3.
A comparison of the mean scores and the medians suggests that
supervisors do look more favorably upon due process
juveniles than do their subordinate's.

standar~s

for

Based upon this limi ted analys is,

the hypothesis was supported•. For the workers studied here, at least,
the contention of McMillin and Garabedian (64) that probation super
visors are more legalistically oriented than non-supervisory personnel
was borne out.
Summary
In summary, the analysis in this chapter indicates that relatively
large number s of the juvenile probation officers studied here had neg
ative attitudes toward due process standards which Supreme Court
decisions have made mandatory in juvenile cases.

In addition, social
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work background was found to be a generally insignificant influence on
the responses of counselors toward due process.

An exception was

noted in the area of the respondents I attitudes toward the scope and
authority of their occupational role.
A relatively high degree of favorableness toward due process
. standards was found among supervisors as opposed to non-supervisors

in the sample.
Chapter IV presents a suinm8.;ry of the study and the conclusions
which can be dra wn from. the research along with recommendations

for further research.

Cf{APTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Sum.m.a ry of the Study
\

In the early part of the 20th century, a Psycho-Social orientafion
toward the handling of young delinquents began to influence the juve
nile cour.t system. which was developing throughout the United States.
Newly professionalized social workers accepted the idea that the
. origins of crime were to be found in a number of social, psychological
I

and environmental factors which could be discovered and changed by
the use of scientific methods.

This type of orientation led to the belief

that a benevolent juvenile court could deter,m.ine patterns of behavior
in young persons which later would be m.anifested in adult crim.e.

Once

these factors were determ.ined, it was believed that t:'le juvenile court
could Utreat" the child fS social or psychological difficulties in lieu of
punishm.ent and thereby reduce the likelihood of future crim.inal ac
tivity.
The treatment philosophy resulted in juvenile court operational
procedures which were deliberately differentiated from the system used
in adult criminal courts.

c:m

The emphasis on "informalH proceedings as

aid to formulating a childfs treatm.ent program meant that. the ju.ve

nile courts dispensed with a number of practices and procedures
associated with American criminal justice.

Youngsters brought before

the juvenile court ~'ere denied the ai'd of counsel" the right to appeal,
protection against self-incrimination, or the opportunity to confront and
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cross-examine witnesses.

Juvenile court judges were allowed to base

their decisions on less restrictive standards of proof than used in
adult courts.
niles).

(Jury trials were not, and still are not, provided to juv.e

Juvenile probation officers were also allowed considerable disI

cretioll in the handling of their clients.
Judicial decisions over the years reaffirmed such procedures on
the grounds that youngsters in juvenile courts were not charged with
cri:mes.

Juveniles were assumed to be under the protection of benevo

lent authorities concerned with the welfare of the child.

But, in the

period following 'W orld War II, cone ern for the rights of juveniles
arOse within a broad context of legal challenges against arbitrary and
unjust practi.ces by public officials and institutions.
Reform of juvenile court practices was preceded by a series of
Supreme Court decisions in the 1960·1 s reaffirming the procedural
rights of adults such as Mapp, Gide'on, Escobedo, and Miranda, as well
as by revisions in state juvenile delinquency codes such as those that
took place in California in 1960.

Lawyers and legal scholars spear

headed the effo.rt to have due process for juveniles affirmed by the
Supreme Court.

Their efforts resulted in the Kent, "Gault and Winship

decisions which established that juveniles were entitled to remand
hearings, the advice of counsel, ·th~ right to' confront and cross -examine
~tnesses,

protection against self-incrimination, as well as the right

to transcripts and appeals.

Rules of evidp.nce were also made to con

form to the standards used· ill adult cases.
One result of these procedural
of£ice~s

change~

is that juvenile pro1:>ation

are now required to perform thei'r duties in new ways that

are potentially in

conf~ict

with their professional training and role con
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ceptions.

The autonomy which the juvenile probation officers had corne

to expect in the presentation of evidence at hearings and in making
treatment and probation recommendations faced certain change with
the presence 6f defense lawyers and more restrictive rules of evidence.
According to arguments in the correctional literature, social
work
.
,

training and job experiences have oriented probation officers toward
the discovery and treatment of personality defects behind socially dis
approved actions.

If so, this would lead one to expect that these per

sons would view' the presence of lawyers in court and other procedural
standards as obstacles to the treatment and rehabilitative aims of the
juvenile court and probation system.
The literature reviewed earlier' suggested that an individual's con
ception of his ideal role sterns in part from his professional social
ization and that among probation officers, support for procedural
safeguards may vary according to their education and position in the
organizational structure of the department or agency for which they
work.

Accordingly, the following hypotheses were examined:
1.

Juvenile probation officers are opposed to
the due process requirements which rece'nt
Supr erne Court decisions have implied or
imposed on the adjudicatory stage of juve
nile cases.

2.

Juvenile probation officers with work and/or
educational backgrounds in social work have
more negative attitudes toward due process
standards imposed or implied by recent
Supreme Court decisions than do their col
leagues without work and/or educational
backgrounds in social \.vork. Therefore,
A.

Juvenile probation officers with work
and/or educational b~ckgrounds in social
work have more negative attitudes toward
dl;le ~rocess sta,ndards which may restrict
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the scope and authority of the juvenile
court than do their colleagues with other
types of work and/or educational back
grounds.

3.

B.

Juvenile probation officers with work and/
or educational backgrounds in social work
have more negative attitudes toward the
role of the lawyer in juvenile cases than
do their colleagues with other types of
work and/or educational backgrounds.

c.

Juvenile probation officers with work
and/or educational backgrounds in ~ocial
work have more negative attitudes toward
due process standards which may restrict
the scope and authority of their occupational
role than do their colleagues with other types
of work and/or educational backgrou nd s.

Within juvenile probation departments, super
visors are more favorable t.oward due process
standards in juvenile cases than are the "field"
men who are subordinate. to them.

The hypotheses.' were examined through .a two part self-admini
stered questionnaire submitted to a collection of 44 juvenile probation
officers.

The data supported the first hypothesi.s.

The juvenile pro

bation officers studied did have moderately negative· attitudes toward
the due process standards which are mandatory in juvenile cases.

The

second hypothesis was not supported in that a social work.background
was not

fo~nd

to be'a generally significant factor related to due process

attitudes among the r:espondents.
supported.

The third hypothesis was partially

Supervisors were found to be more favoral:>le toward due

process procedures in juvenile cases than their subordinates.
Only 28 of the respondents reported training and/or experience'
specifically in the field of social work while 16 persons had other types
of educational and work backgrounds.

Therefore, conclusions. and

generalizations regarding the effect of background on attitudes toward
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due process can be advanced only with caution.
Another factor which warrants caution in drawing conclusions
from these data is that the respondents were classified by their de
parfment on two levels based on training and experience within the
department.

One level consists of persons with several years of

prior experience, while the other workers show less prior experi
ence.

Unfortunately, this distinction did not come to the researcher IS

attention until the study was nearly completed.

It would have been

desirable to study variations in attitudes toward due process 'among
workers with social work compared to other training, with length of
work experience held constant.

One cannot be sure from the 'data in

this thesis that the apparent slightly more favorable' views of persons
classed as social worker s are not actually related basically to length
of work experienc e and only incidentally to educ ational background.
Recommendations for Further Studies
The research reported in this thesis was restricted to some rel
atively narrowly defined matters regarding due process and the juve
nile court.

Also, the study was restricted to a single probation

department and involved a relatively small number of court counselqrs.
Accordingly, the generalizations which can be advanced from the ,study
are modest 0nes.

However, in addition to the specific conclusions of

the study, some suggestions can be advanced for further research,

gr owing out of the inves tigation here.
Among other things, members of other juvenile probation depart
ments in urban and rural areas should be 'studied to asc,ertain the
possible

effec~s

of regional factors on opinions.

It

seem~

reasonable

to suppose that acc::urate knowledge of the Supreme Court decisions
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relating to due process for juveniles may not have been equally
/

diffus ed to all parts of t.he country.

In particular, knowledge about

these rulings may be less complete in rural areas.
where these rulings are known, regional attitudinal

Moreover, even
differ~nces

to

ward the handling of delinquents could lead to differential,implemen
tation of procedural standards.

For example, rural juvenile court

officials may assume that it will be relatively easy to ignore Supreme
Court rulings because community pressure groups such as the
American Civil Libe~ties Union are not present to ,oversee their ac
tivities.

In urban areas, on the other hand, such pressures from out-

si'de groups are more likely to be focused upon courts.
In addi·tion, juvenile court judges and probation officers in
sparsely populated areas are often laymen with no formal training in
their field. 'Also, their responsibility for juvenile cases may be one
I

of many roles they fulfill.

I

For example, in several counties in the

state where this study was conducted, the County Court Judge, who
also serves as juvenile court. judge, has no formal legal training and
devotes most of his time to the office of county commissioner." :. In
essence, the awareness by some probation officers of due process
staI:ldards may be limited by their lack'of training which may make
it difficult to carry out these requirements.
A number of long term studies of juvenile probation departments
in urban and rural areas should be made in order to follow the course

of acceptance and implementation of the Gault and Winship dec.isions.
Particular attention should be paid to the possible effects of changes
in Juq,icial and social work attitudes toward delinquency as well as
changes in the leader :ship of probat~on departments or the governmental
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bodies which

administ~r

them. 

Another area of investigation might center on organizational
variations between juvenile probation departments within urban areas.
In a related organizational domain, Wilson (65) found tliat urban

police departments manifest different "styles If of policing ranging
from simple order maintenance to rigid enforcement of laws.

In

another study, Wilson (66) distinguished between what he called pro
fessional and non-professional (or "fraternal'l) police departments:
The professional department looks outward
to universal, externally valid enduring stan
dards; the non-professional department looks,
so to speak, inward at the informal standards
of a special group and distributes reWirds and
penalties according to how well a member con
forms to them. (67)
Similarly, Emerson (68) studied the juvenile court of an Eastern
metropolitan area. 'He found that the personnel in the court had'l.ess
professional qualifications than were characteristic of larger and
more progressive juvenile court systems.
It is reasonable to suppose that varying degrees of professional
ization also exist within juvenile probation departments, having an
effect upon the workings of the court.

In addition, the departmentts

"style" of dealing with juveniles may range from harsh supervision
to therapeutic treatment and may be partly a reflection of the degree
of professionalization within the department and the governmental
unit to which it is responsible.

The probation department examined

in this study manifested a fairly high degree of professionalization as
well as a preference for a treatment and
for the court.

:a:ehabilit~tion

,?rientation

Other urban probation departments should be studied

to determine the relationship between professionalization, orientation
and work Itstyle lt •
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Finally, studies should be made of the curricula to which social
work students are

exposed~

Particular attention should be given to

the way in which social workers are prepared (or ,not prepared) to
use traditional social casework methods in settings where they may
conflict \vith due process standards or other restrictions.
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